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Abstract
When navigating a spatially immersive environment like a game, sound can be used to get an
approximate direction and distance of objects, like targets headed for the player. Game sound
designers can use this knowledge to create interactions. However, processing sound might
also interfere with players’ abilities to track targets. By reducing the dynamic range of sounds
with compression it might change how players interact in games. Whether the ability to track
several targets is affected by compression of sounds was investigated with an interactive
listening test where participants were asked to track objects in a game like environment. This
game environment was developed through a set of pre-studies that investigated tracking tasks
in games and in vision experiments, as well as sound design. The study developed a method
that is ecologically valid for games and also utilizes prior research in tracking. In the main
experiment, Subjects tracked four targets among eight objects in four tracking scenarios. The
tracking scenarios were divided into two different conditions, one with compressed sounds
and one with uncompressed sounds. Subjects abilities to correctly identify targets in each
condition were statistically analyzed with a two-paired t-test. The results showed the ability to
track several targets was better in the condition with sounds compressed and the results were
statistically significant.
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Introduction
Dynamic range and compression in game sound
The different audio components that constitutes a video game soundtrack are very often
dynamically compressed, according to Collins (2008). The reasons are many, for example the
necessity for several simultaneous sounds to be audible at the same time. Historically, high
levels of compression might also be used to compensate for the ambient noise of an arcade
hall, where a game had to be audible and stand out amongst other arcade machines. Later on,
as video games made it possible to play in the home, soundtracks had to compete with sounds
in the domestic environment. Games continue to change and evolve, as do their soundtracks.
Lately, a phenomenon that Collins (2008) refers to as the "cinematization" (p. 129) of games
has increased. It means that increasingly games are designed to tell a story in a way that
resembles story telling in a movie. Films demand the audience’s undivided attention. This
type of narrative games similarly demands the undivided attention of the player. This focus
enables players to experience the narrative of the game in depth. Just as with cinema, TV, and
certain genres of music, games are now expected to be consumed this way. The entertainment
is designed to be the sole object of attention. Because films expect to have the audience’s
attention, it is common practice to make full use of the available dynamic range in the
soundtrack (Kerins, 2011). What are the possibilities in game soundtracks?
One of the most obvious genres of games where audio dynamics can fill a big role in driving
the narrative and manipulating the player, is survival horror games. In this type of genre,
dramatic loud parts of the game play are often preceded by very quiet parts. The quiet part
draws the audience in, builds anticipation and then the sudden change of dynamics is
experienced as surprising and adrenaline producing. Also, a constantly loud soundtrack is
perceived as maintaining constant energy, but when then dynamics change, the dramatic
moments can be perceived louder than they really are when preceded by quieter parts.
(Collins, 2008).
There are games where dynamics aren’t necessarily an important part of a narrative, but they
still affect the experience of the player, when they are used as somewhat of a wow-factor. In
2009, DICE (the AAA game developer) introduced the concept of “High Dynamic range”
(HDR) (DICE, 2009) audio for their first-person shooter game “Battlefield: Bad Company”
The technique is based on the idea that every sound of a game is important, but not at the
same time. What HDR audio does is that it allows the sound designer to set a relative level
between sounds, instead of an absolute level of each sound, prioritizing some sounds before
others by lowering the level of sounds with lower priority when high priority sounds are
triggered (Designing Sound, 2013). Games using HDR are perceived as having a high
dynamic range; allow quiet and important sounds to be audible even when surrounded by
louder sound; and loud sounds retain their impact even when played in a living room
environment or under non-ideal conditions.
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Even with techniques like HDR, mixing game soundtracks, because of the mediums nonlinearity, is challenging. Film is a linear medium and there are level standards to help sound
designers control the playback experience, film has other methods for maximizing dynamics.
However, dynamic compression is used to some degree. Dynamic compression is also used in
music production, which is also a linear medium. How do these applications of compression
compare with games?

Dynamic range in compression in films and music
Compression has been used in music and film production for a long time. A lot is known
about the technical and aesthetic benefits and disadvantages of limiting the dynamic range,
and about its impact on listening experience.
In music
When dealing with the mixing or mastering of a recorded song, dynamic compression can be
used in many ways. It can be used on each individual track to control the dynamics, for
example, if the hits of a drummer are inconsistent, the compressor can be used to even out the
level of the hits. Compression also has effects that are harder to describe as dynamic
processing. According to Owsinski (2013) the compressor can be used to make a single
instrument sound punchier or fatter. These are words that describe how the sound of the
instrument is perceived when their dynamic envelope is altered.
The use of compression in music production has led to something referred to as the Loudness
war (Katz, 2015). Loudness is measured based on perception. Measurement techniques were
originally developed in broadcast and production to create a more coherent listening
experience. Since the content of shows on TV or radio differs, for example, live music in one
broadcast, and speech in the next, loudness metering helped engineers even out the perceived
level differences in these types of situations. Measured loudness was developed (ITU, 2015).
The phenomenon referred to as the “loudness war” (Katz, 2015) peaked in the mid-nineties.
There has been a trend towards excessive use of compression, particularly in mastering, to
create recordings with very little dynamic range. The resulting consistency makes it possible
to boost the loudness of recordings significantly, without danger of peaking or distorting. It is
now very common to hear loud pop music with little dynamic range. Some of those
expectations for music may be colouring players’ expectations for games, especially since
many games have music, pop songs and/or underscores.
In movie sound
Something different happened in film. Unlike both music production and producing sound for
video games, there are established standards regarding audio levels in movie sound to retain
dynamic range, and therefore, some control over the listener’s experience during playback
regardless of the playback levels set. According to Holman (2008), to calibrate loudspeakers
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in a movie theatre, a pink noise is generated at -20 dB Full Scale, which should measure at 85
dB using a C-weighted frequency curve. This allows the mix engineer to have a wide dynamic
range. They can, for example, use really loud sound effects followed by quiet whispers when
mixing for a movie theatre. There is a negative aspect to these possibilities. If a mixer uses the
wide dynamic range in a movie soundtrack, what occurs if the movie is watched in a less
optimal environment, for example in a living room? It can cause poor intelligibility of the
dialogue while at the same time include sound effects that are too loud to be pleasant.
It is likely that exposure to movies and recorded music shapes player expectations, and the
cinematization of games that Collins (2008) refers to suggest that game sound designers draw
inspiration from movies. An example of how game sound has been cinematized is how the
score changes with action, like in films the score changes in dramatic moments. In horror
games where the dynamics are used as a dramatic tool, similar changes occur, with dramatic
moments of game play. The questions arise whether other non-musical sounds in a game
sound track also are influenced by film production, despite games being a fundamentally
distinctive kind of content. Because games are non-linear and interactive, they have unique
requirements. Players use sound for interacting. Processing sound, and particularly
compressing sound, may change how they interact with the game. Do dynamics influence
how players play? Does compression, by effecting the dynamics, impact interaction, and if so,
how?
Dynamics in games
One game scenario where dynamics may have an obvious impact on interaction is when the
player needs to keep track of multiple, independent moving objects, for example, that are
moving horizontally, vertically and towards, or away from the player. This might occur in a
battle scene where players need to keep track of a number of enemies, while at the same time
avoid incoming projectiles. Dynamics may help players keep track of these objects, for
example being able to focus on the loud sounds, as the source of loud sounds are most often
near the player character, while focus of the enemies at a distance will increase as they
approach. However, if all these objects produced sound at the same loudness level, as a result
of using a compressor, would players perform any differently?

Tracking multiple objects
Most existing research on tracking multiple objects focuses on how and why humans are able
to track multiple visual objects. Visually, the ability to track multiple objects might depend on
their inherent colour or shape, or their spatial properties. Pylyshyn and Annan, Jr. (2006)
made an experiment where test subjects were asked to keep track of four circles amongst a
total of eight that were introduced. The circles then moved individually in an unpredictable
pattern. Results showed that the tracking was made with greater than 90% accuracy.
(Pylyshyn and Annan, Jr. 2006). The experiment also showed that test subjects were not able
to track more than approximately four targets, as the total number of objects increased, up to
ten.
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Investigating how sound alters the perception of visual stimuli, Shams, Kamitani and Shimojo
(2004) explain that sound can alter the perceived moving direction of a visual object. A
stationary visual object that is shown briefly can appear to move in the direction of a moving
sound. In an experiment by Vroomen & de Geer (2000, as cited by Shams et al., 2004), an
abrupt sound can ease the task of identifying a visual object among a number of distractors. If
the abrupt sound is compressed, it might affect the dynamic envelope in a way that makes the
impact of the sound less important.
Depth perception may be another factor determining whether dynamic cues are important. In
an experiment made by Lokki and Gröhn (2003), test subjects were asked to navigate a
“spatially immersive virtual environment.” (p. 1) Subjects navigated through three
navigational conditions. Their performances were compared. In this experiment the audio and
visual conditions were interrelated. The authors concluded that the test subjects used the
auditory cues to mainly get an approximate location of the target, while visual cues were used
to finally approach the target. This indicates that sound plays a role in how games are played
and how well the player performs.

Research question
“Does dynamic compression impact how well the player tracks multiple targets in a FPS
game”
This study will investigate if dynamic cues affect players’ abilities to track multiple,
independently moving objects when the major differences between those objects and the
sounds associated with them is different dynamics. The study aims to observe players’
tracking abilities in two different sound design conditions, one where the dynamic range of
the objects are wide, and one condition where the dynamic range of the objects are less. If
dynamic cues improve player performance, then excessive compression may be interfering
with gameplay. Findings can suggest new types of interactions for game sound designers and
provide guidance for when dynamic processing may and may not be beneficial to the gaming
experience.
How the tracking literature informs the development of a method from game sound research
is covered in the method section of this thesis.

Method
General description of the experiment
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An interactive listening test was conducted. It was inspired by the experiment of Pylyshyn and
Annan, Jr. (2006). The test subjects were instructed to track targets among several objects
moving around independently in an unpredictable way within a game level in Unreal Engine 4
17.1. The task was to track the targets as accurately as possible for example, tracking three
targets correctly being less accurate than tracking four targets, and so on. Unlike Pylyshyn
and Annan, Jr. (2006), this experiment was intentionally game like. This experiment was
made in an interactive game level, that was graphically similar to First Person Shooter (FPS)
games. Unlike an actual game with a AAA budget, developed by professionals and published
worldwide, this game level lacks any complex mechanics, graphics, sound design and so on.
The targets, or the objects, in this experiment are only shaped as balls. Also, unlike Pylyshyn
and Annan, Jr. (2006), the objects in this game-experiment had sounds associated with them.
Again, the sound design of the targets in the experiment wasn’t as complex as a commercial
game, for example, in a game, a car would most likely have a sound effect that makes it sound
like a car. The experiment was simpler.
The test subjects tracked targets in two different conditions: One where the dynamic range of
the sounds of the targets were reduced by dynamic compression, and one were the dynamic
range was not reduced by compression.
The main study was preceded by one pre-study and two pilots to investigate a number of
variables and to check and refine the experimental design. The pre-study was made in order to
determine the movement patterns of targets. The first pilot investigated the number of objects
and the ratio of targets/distractors. The second pilot determined the amount of reduced
dynamic range in the condition with compressed sounds.

Visuals of the game level
The game level was constructed in 3D. The game level in which the objects existed consisted
of nothing more than a floor, walls and a ceiling. The walls and ceiling were treated with the
same material, a light wooden material, while the floor was treated with a darker wooden
material. The reason for not creating a visually more complex game scenario was to make
sure that the test subjects doesn’t get distracted from the task, and to reduce the number of
confounding factors. As few variables as possible affected the subjects’ abilities to track
objects.
Game mechanics
Once in the game, the player was asked to interact with a button contraption in the game. The
targets were displayed in a row in each test scenario, with the targets always located the
furthest to the left in the row, when standing at the button facing the objects (fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Objects lined up before the
button is pressed

This initiated a sequence that starts with an introduction of the targets, which begun to flash
simultaneously, alternating between their original colour and a green colour. (fig. 2)

Figure 2: Once the button is pressed, targets are
introduced by flashing in a green color

A few seconds after the targets were introduced, the objects started moving around in an area
in front of the player. (fig. 3) Presenting the targets in this way is also inspired by Pylyshyn
and Annan, Jr. (2006) who concluded that this method for introducing the targets improves
tracking, as compared to introducing them sequentially.
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Figure 3: Objects moving around

The targets and the distractors then move around for 10 seconds as in fig 3. After the objects
coming to a stop, they once again formed a row, but with the positions of the individual
objects not being the same as before interacting with the button. The player then walks up to
the objects that he or she believes to be the targets and interact with those. If a chosen object
is a target, it turns green upon interaction and red if the object is a distractor. (fig. 4-5)

Figure 4: Upon interaction, targets turn
green, distractors turn red
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Figure 5: When all objects are interacted with

The tracking task was completed under two different conditions: One was the dynamic range
of sounds is reduced by compression, and one was dynamic range is not reduced by
compression.
3D
One of the largest differences between the game-experiment and the experiment by Pylyshyn
and Annan, Jr. (2006) is that the earlier study used only 2D objects moving in 2D. This game
experiment was made with 3D objects moving in 3D. The decision to have objects move in
3D was inspired by that FPS games are played in 3D. Unlike objects moving in 2D, the
targets can also move in depth. This might change the attention of the player depending on
which objects are the closest or furthest. But like Pylyshyn and Annan, Jr. (2006) the targets
and the distractors are visually the same. The differences come from the distractors not being
accompanied by sound, unlike the targets. Also, care was taken to make sure the targets
moved like objects move in a commercial game. However, the patterns of motion for the
distractors were made without any consideration other than making them move in patterns
that were different than the targets.

General visuals of the game level
The subject was given no visuals indications of an avatar. They saw no hands or any other
part of the avatar’s form. The camera POV was aligned with the avatar’s POV as is typical in
FPS games. As is also typical in FPS games, the player saw a small crosshair in the middle of
the field of view. The objects in the experiment were shaped as balls of equal in size. The
decision to use objects in the shape of balls was made based on the experiment made by
Pylyshyn and Annan, Jr. (2006).
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Targets/Distractors
A pilot study was conducted to determine the number of objects and the target/distractor ratio.
The considerations identified in the pre-study will be used in a pilot test later in the text. What
needs to be considered about the number of objects in total and the target/distractor ratio. In
the experiment by Pylyshyn and Annan, Jr. (2006), they concluded that a total of eight objects
with four targets and four distractors was tracked with around 90 % accuracy. These numbers
were used as a guideline when designing this pre-study, but since this experiment features
objects moving in 3D instead of 2D, the ratio is only used as a starting point and was further
examined to check for any increase in difficulty with higher object quantities, or if the task
becomes too easy with fewer objects than eight in the experimental context. The further
results of this pre-study are addressed later in the thesis, but the other pre-studies are
explained first. Given these assumptions, a pilot test where subjects performed the tracking
task was used later to determine an appropriate ratio. Pilot test subjects tried various ratios.
Motion in the game level
The movement patterns of the targets in the game level were derived from a pre study in
which motion patterns of commercial games were analysed. Both were AAA, FPS games.
The games used were “Call of Duty: Black Ops”, (Activision, 2010) and “Battlefield
1”,(Electronic Arts, 2016). The mission in Call of Duty: Black Ops is called “Operation 40”,
and the mission in Battlefield 1 is called “Avanti Savoia. Both scenarios were chosen since
the visibility in each was high. The purpose was to identify typical patterns of movements for
targets in FPS games, and to use that as a guideline for target motion in the experiment. The
analysis was made by recording 30 seconds of game play video in each game. The motion of
the targets or “enemies” were mapped. Movement speed, the trajectories of each target, their
distance in relation to the player character and the number of targets were all analysed.
The movement analyses of Call of duty: Black Ops and Battlefield 1 are visualized in
movement graphs below. The figures used in the graph represents the following
Green figure – Targets (Enemies)
Black figure (direction of view indicated by the tip of the figure) – Player character
Grey areas – Different kinds of static objects which are part of the level design.
In the movement analysis made of Call of duty: Black Ops during 30 seconds of game play,
the following observations were made:
Findings from the analyses
In the first seconds of Call of Duty: Black Ops, two targets run from right to left. The first
target moves from an approximate center of the screen to the left end of the screen. The
targets move in a straight line all the way. The second targets also run in a straight line from
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the far right, to the far left of the screen. What happens next is that both targets turn around
and move backwards, no longer in a fighting position, out of sight and eventually out of focus.
Almost at the exact time when the first target has moved to the left end of the screen and
turned around, a third target appear from the same, far left position and starts to move to the
right. The target stops at the center of the screen and hides behind an obstacle. This is
illustrated in the graph (fig. 6) below.

Figure 6: Showing two targets moving
right to left and one target moving left to
center

Further back in the battlefield, there are about 6-8 targets, some stationary, and some moving
from side to side, despite the number of targets and activity in the back, it doesn’t capture the
attention of the player due to the distance from the player character. The only target that is
capturing attention is the one that is standing on higher ground than the rest. The target has
been positioned this way since the start of the fight. About five seconds passes before a fourth
target starts moving towards the player to the far left. This movement involves leaping over a
wall, to the far left of the screen. The target then moves forward before running from the left
of the screen to the far right, where the target stops and hides behind an obstacle. A few
seconds after the fourth target initiates the movement from the back, going forward and then
from left to right, a fifth target appear from out of sight to the left, but stops and hides behind
an obstacle in the far left of the screen (fig. 7)
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Figure 7: One target moving forward and one target moving into
the field of vision

When the previous movements are finished, no more actions are taken by the targets that are
situated in the area closest to the player character. Some of the targets keep on moving side to
side (fig. 8).

Figure 8: No more target movements

In the movement analysis made of Battlefield 1 during 30 seconds of game play, the
following observations were made:
Initially, there are four targets visible, spread out across the field. Three of them appear in the
near field, while the fourth one is stationed further back, only partly visible due to hiding
behind an obstacle. The three targets in the players near field view are each positioned to the
left, right and center. The target to the left runs towards the player character before stopping
and hides behind an obstacle. The target to the right also runs forward, towards the player
14

eventually also hiding behind an obstacle. The target initially positioned straight in front of
the player is positioned slightly further back than the targets to the left and right (fig. 9)

Figure 9: Four targets visible. Two
stationary, and two moving

What happens next is that the target in the far back, which up to this point was stationary,
starts to move from a center position in the back, to the far right of the screen and eventually
out of sight. At the same time, two-three targets appear in the far background to the left side
of the screen. They move from the background to different positions. Two of them stops quite
far in the background, while one of the targets runs forward, stop and hides behind an obstacle
at a distance similar to the targets positioned to the left and right in front of the player
character (fig. 10).

Figure 10: Three targets moving on the
left hand side, and one in the back
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This forces the player to look to the left, and adjusting its own position to be able to keep all,
or as many targets as possible within the field of sight. The position of the player and the
positions of the different targets remains this way for about 4 seconds. What happens next is
that a new target appears from the right side of the middle ground and moves to the far-left
side of the screen. The target then directly starts running from the right side, in a diagonal line
towards the center, in front of the player. The target then tries to hide but gets shot and killed.
The diagonal movement took the target about three and a half seconds to complete (fig. 11).

Figure 11: Four targets visible, one moves diagonally and then gets shot

The first pre-study where a movement analysis was carried out, revealed in both game play
scenarios that targets mainly move in straight lines. No arcs or zig-zag pattern movements
were discovered in the game play recorded. The targets also seem to never move directly
towards the player character from a central position. In Call of Duty: Black Ops, there are
examples of targets approaching the player character first moving from the left, to the right
side and then from the right side in a diagonal line to a position straight in front of the player
character. Battlefield 1 has examples of targets approaching the player character from each
side. There is also an example of a targets moving in a diagonal line, ending up in a position
close, and straight in front of the player character.
Based on this analysis, the following seem like typical patterns of motion in FPS games:
- Targets mostly moves in straight lines, and never moves in zig-zag patterns or arcs.
- Targets never moves in a straight line towards the player character, starting from a center
position and moving straight forward.
- Targets always approach the player character diagonally from the side, or first by moving
forward on any side of the player characters field of vision and then move towards the center
of it.
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Five motion maps were created for this study that had these characteristics

Sounds of the game level
The sounds
This last pre-study investigated the sounds and the signal processing. It was decided that only
the targets, and not the distractors, were to be accompanied by synthesized sounds. The idea
for only applying sounds to the targets derived from Dice’s HDR audio. Since this is a
technique being used in commercial games, it brings ecological validity to the sound design in
the experiment. The idea of the HDR sound design was instead that only the important objects
should emit sound to help test subjects direct their attention to the targets. Another similar
idea of only allowing a select number of sounds play at the same time was expressed by Jonas
Lundqvist, Development director at Dice, who said “Om man styr 200 minions vill man ju
inte höra alla fotsteg, då blir man ju tokig (…)” (LTU, 2013) meaning that if a player controls
200 minions in a game, it would be impossible to hear the footsteps of all 200. The sound was
presented in a narrow stereo field on loudspeakers. It was decided during a discussion with
the supervisor N. Lefford (personal communication, 15/2, 2018) that a narrow stereo field was
to be used to minimize any possible impact of interaural time and – level differences on the
ability to track.
All the sounds were synthetic. The purpose for using synthesised sounds is for control. It was
possible to design synthetic sounds that were not too attention grabbing because the timbres
did not stick out, no sharp transients, etc. The synth sounds were also intentionally designed
to lack strong transients to avoid transient smearing that the compression might cause. The
sounds used in the experiment were created on a Korg MS-20 Mini synthesizer.
Since all targets are visually the same, it is reasonable to have sounds that are slightly alike,
which would most likely be the case in a game involving several similar looking targets. The
sounds originate from the same source, a Korg MS 20 mini synthesizer but has slightly
different pitch and timbral qualities. The synthetic sounds were characterized by their lack of
sharp transient, sustaining quality (no clear decay) and timbre. Three of the sounds, had a
pulsating quality to them. Sound 3 lacked a pulsating quality. Sound 2 also has a pulsating
quality to it, but the pitch of the sound distinguishes it from sound 1. Sound 4 had a slightly
nasal character, along with a pulsating quality, though the speed of the pulse was faster than
in the pulse of sound 1 and sound 2. The pitch of sound 4 was also the lowest of the four.
The sounds used in the experiment were recorded into Pro Tools 11.3.1. Each sound was cut
down to a length of ten seconds, a fade in and fade out with a length of 25 milliseconds was
applied and the sounds were then high pass filtered equally at 12 dB/octave at 100 Hz. The
sounds were recorded and exported in mono at 48/24. To peak-normalize the sounds they
were imported into Audacity and normalized to a level of -9 dBFS. Once the sounds were
normalized, they were imported into FMOD Studio for implementation in the game level. In
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FMOD studio, a compressor called “FMOD compressor” was then applied to each of the
sounds that was used for the compressed condition. A parameter was then applied to each
sound, which changes the level of a sound fed into its compressor depending on the distance
to the player character. As the sound gets closed to the player character, the louder the sound
into the compressor would get, and vice versa. The compressed and uncompressed sounds
were then level matched, as closely as possible with a true peak-meter. The aim of the
compression settings was to not introduce any audible artefacts such as transient smearing or
distortion. To make sure that no such artefacts were present, participants of the pilot study
examining how much compression was to be applied to the compressed condition, were asked
to give opinions on the matter.
The waveforms of the four different sounds attached to the targets are displayed in the
pictures below (fig 12-15). None of the sounds on these waveform pictures are compressed:
Sound 1

Figure 12: Waveform of sound 1

Sound 2

Figure 13: Waveform of sound 2

Sound 3

Figure 14: Waveform of sound 3
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Sound 4

Figure 15: Waveform of sound 4

Compression
Other than reducing the dynamic range of the sound, audible artefacts such as distortion or
transient smearing might be introduced to the sounds by the compressor/compression. The
pictures of the compressed waveforms (fig. 16-19) below are compressed 16 dB, using the
compressor settings seen in the table below (Tab. 1). These were also the compressor settings
used for the compressed condition in the main study. Compressor settings for sounds being
compressed 8 dB are found in appendix B.

Compressor settings (16 dB)
Threshold
(dBFS)

Sound#
1
2
3
4

-35
-35
-39
38,6

Ratio
2,5:1
2,5:1
2,5:1
2,5:1

Attack
(ms)

Release
(ms)
7
7
7
7

200
200
200
200

Gain (dB)
16
15,7
16,5
16

Table 1: Displaying the settings of the compressors
that compresses each sound 16 dB

Despite the level of compression, the sounds do not seem to show any of these artefacts as can
be seen comparing the waveforms of each sound compressed and uncompressed (Fig. 12-15,
16-19).
Sound 1 - Compressed

Figure 16: Sound 1 compressed 16 dB
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Sound 2 - Compressed

Figure 17: Sound 2 compressed 16 dB

Sound 3 - Compressed

Figure 18: Sound 3 compressed 16 dB

Sound 4 - Compressed

Figure 19: Sound 3 compressed 16 dB

The pilot study involved two conditions with two different levels of compression of the
sounds. The level of compression of the individual sound in each condition will be 8 dB and
16 dB. The test subjects will be tested for any change in tracking ability between the two
compression levels.

Pilot tests
Pilot study – Number of objects and the target/distractor ratio
The first pilot test was made to determine the number of objects in each tracking scenario.
Using a total of four test subjects, they were exposed to two different tracking scenarios. One
with three targets and three distractors, and another one with five targets and five distractors.
The reason for testing out a scenario with ten objects to avoid any possible ceiling effects. The
scenario with six objects was tested out to see if the task became too easy for the test subjects.
Another aspect to consider was how the experiment by Pylyshyn and Annan, Jr. (2006) would
translate to a 3D interactive environment. They used tracking scenarios with eight objects.
This was also one of the reasons for testing out tracking scenarios with similar number of
20

objects, but not necessarily the same.
Results
The results of the pilot study showed that three out of four test subjects were able to track all
targets in the tracking scenario containing six objects. The pilot study also showed that none
of the test subjects were able to track more than three targets in the tracking scenario
containing ten objects. All test subjects verbally stated that tracking five targets was too
difficult to track while tracking three targets was difficult but feasible. Two of the test
subjects stated that it might be possible to increase the difficulty of the task by adding an
object, but only as a distractor. One test subject explained that he imagined lines between the
targets, shaping a triangle that morphs as the targets move around. According to the same test
subject it would also be possible to imagine the shape of a square with four targets, but a lot
more difficult to do with five targets.

Pilot study – Amount of reduced dynamic range
The pilot study was made to determine the amount of compression used for the main study.
Two different levels of compression – 8 dB of compression and 16 dB of compression – were
applied to each sound in FMOD studio 1.10. The levels of both the non-compressed sounds
and the compressed sounds were matched in level using a True peak meter. Each sound was
connected to each target in Unreal Engine, with the level of each sound going in to a
compressor increasing with reduced distance between the target and the player character. This
way, the depth cue that comes from the sound pressure level decreasing with increased
distance, becomes distorted compared to a non-compressed sound. The levels of compression
chosen were to examine if compression has any impact on the ability to track, allowing for a
rather large amount of compression. The pilot study was made with four test subjects each
completing a total of four tracking scenarios. The test subjects were given an extra tracking
scenario to familiarize them with the chain of events in the tracking scenario, the controls and
the task. The sounds of the practice scenario were not compressed. The sounds of two
scenarios were compressed 8 dB, and the sounds of the last two scenarios were compressed
16 dB. The subjects were also asked to listen to the sounds individually, comparing the noncompressed version of the sounds and the sounds with the two different amounts of
compression. Checking that the levels match appear to match, listening for artefacts that that
might occur when any of the sounds get compressed and general thoughts about the sounds.
Results
The pilot study showed a slight decrease in tracking accuracy in the tracking scenarios where
the sounds were compressed 16 dB. The test subjects successfully tracked 89,3% of the
targets with sounds compressed 16 dB. The targets that had 8 dB of compression was
successfully tracked 94,2% of the times. Upon listening to the sounds individually, none of
the test subjects gave any uniform feedback on the sounds. One test subject stated that he
heard some distortion caused by the compressor, in some the sounds that was compressed 16
dB. Another test subjects stated that he heard some distortion in one of the sounds that were
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compressed 8 dB. One of the test subjects stated that some of the sounds were perceived as
louder than some other, due to their spectral content. One of the test subjects, who wasn’t
familiar with either the task or the controls of the experiment expressed that it was nice to get
familiar with the test by doing the practice scenario, no matter how well the verbal
instructions were given.

Conclusions from the pre-study and pilots that will shape the main experiment
From the pre study, the patterns that was identified and used for the pilot studies, and the main
study were:
5 tracking scenarios
A total of eight moving objects with four targets and four distractors
Even though the movement speed of targets were analyzed, it was not applied to the tracking
scenarios, since the objects in the scenarios only move for ten seconds before stopping. There
were no observations of targets changing position in terms of height. Even though this seems
to be the case, the targets in the experiments will change position in height, which is mostly
because the visibility of several simultaneous objects will be less if they don’t differ in height.
After the pilot study examining the targets/distractor quantity, since it revealed that three
targets were too easy, and that five targets was too difficult. A choice was made to have four
targets and four distractors in each tracking scenario for the pilot study and the main study.
Pylyshyn and Annan, Jr. (2006) used 4/4. A few of the test subjects in this study said more
than four targets was very difficult. Also, other ratios would make the odds of choosing a
correct target more complicated. Lastly, investigating the effects of few targets and many
distractors or many targets and few distractors is out of the scope of this present study which
focused on sound. So, a decision was taken to have eight objects with four targets in the pilot
study and the main study.
One test subject that took part in the pilot study testing out the number of objects pushed the
button which initiated the introduction of the targets before the task was explained to him.
This revealed that a practice scenario, for the test subjects to get familiar with the task and the
chain of events, was necessary. This allowed for the test subjects to get comfortable and for
the experiment leader to make sure that the test subjects understood the task.
The results of the pilot study indicated that the tracking ability was slightly worse in the
tracking scenarios with 16 dB compression, compared to scenarios having 8 dB of
compression. This, in combination with the non-uniform feedback by the test subjects on the
compressed and un-compressed individual sounds, lead to the decision to use 16 dB of
compression for the compressed tracking scenarios of the main study.
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Main experiment
Each test subject tracked targets a total number of five times. The first of these five scenarios
were a practice scenario for test subjects to become familiar with the procedure. The
following four tracking scenarios were the ones that was included in the results. Out of these
four scenarios, two had compressed sounds and two had uncompressed sounds. Both order the
of the tracking scenarios and which of these that were compressed and uncompressed were
randomized with every test subject. Each test was also recorded via a screen recording
application to measure how long each test took, how long it took for each test subject to
choose the correct targets and to make sure each test was correctly executed. From the point
that the test subject interacted with the button contraption in the game, amount of time until
the objects stopped moving were the same in every tracking scenario and condition. From the
point that the test subjects interacted with the button, until the point of which the objects
stopped moving, took 15 seconds. The first reason for screen recording was to make sure that
all tests were correctly executed. The second reason was to be able to measure the time it took
for each test subject to choose the objects that they believed to be the targets. Time was
measured from the point of that the objects stopped moving up until the point of a test subject
choosing the fourth object. Test subjects were given as much time as they needed to interact
with the targets.
Once the test subjects entered the room, they were asked to fill out the questionnaire. They
were instructed to wait with the last question until after the experiment was over. This was
because the question asked for any observations during the experiment. Once the
questionnaire was filled out, the test subjects were asked to sit down on a chair in front of a
computer screen. From this point on, verbal instructions for the tracking scenarios were given
by the experiment leader. The test subjects were told that their task was to track a number of
targets among objects in the game level that they were spawned into. The experiment leader
explained that the button contraption in the end of the room initiated a chain of events. This
chain of events would start by an introduction of the targets, which would flash between a
green color and a grey color. Once the targets stopped flashing, all objects would start moving
around in the area in front of the player. The objects were then going to come to a stop in
front of the player, together forming a row just like before the objects started to move but only
with new positions. The test subject was then asked to navigate to the objects and interact
with the objects that he or she believed to be the targets. The test subjects were informed that
upon interacting with targets, their color would turn from grey to green. If the test subject
interacted with objects not introduced as targets, those objects would change from a grey
color to red. The test subjects were also told that this procedure would take place a total of
five times. The test subjects were also informed that the first tracking scenario was dedicated
to familiarizing them with the test. After each scenario, test subjects were asked to turn their
head so that the experiment leader was able to navigate between the tracking scenarios. Once
each scenario was reached, the experiment leader asked the test subjects to retake control.
Once the five tracking scenarios were completed, the test subjects were reminded by the
experiment leader to fill out the question if any observations were made.
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Each test took about 15 minutes to complete. The process of playing through the tracking
scenarios took around 8-10 minutes. The remaining time was reserved for verbal instructions
and the questionnaire.

Data collected from the main study
There were three main categories of data collected during the main experiment. These were:
- The number of correctly tracked targets in each condition
- The time it takes each test subject to identify the objects they believed to be the targets.
- Demographic data
The demographic data was collected to possibly find any correlations between how invested
the test subjects are in playing video games, what types of games they typically play and the
ability to track objects. How fast the test subjects can identify the targets was collected to
check for any patterns in players ability to track the targets and if it is in any way connected to
how fast they choose those targets

Testing environment
The main study was performed in room H160, also known as Studio C, at the school of music
in Piteå. The room was chosen to minimize any impact of the acoustics on the test results.
During each test, the experiment leader monitored the test and was able to take over controls
when necessary. This was made from a station sitting behind a wall opposite the test subjects
The loudspeakers were set up at approximately one meter from the listener position, in a ±30°
angle (reference to standard). The mixing console was used to control the stereo width of the
stereo output from Unreal engine 4. The audio levels of each condition were measured from
the listeners position and remained consistent for all subjects. The measurements were made
on all four tracking scenarios – a total of eight measurements. The technical equipment used
for audio level measurements and playback during the main study can be seen in the table
(tab. 2):
Table 2: Displaying the technical equipment used
for the main experiment

Technical equipment
Audio Interface
Loudspeakers
dB-meter
Mixing console

RME Fireface 800
Genelec 1030A
Norsonic Nor131
Seem Audio Seeport
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Subject pool
The main study was carried out with a total of 20 test subjects. Since the experiment tested for
accuracy in tracking, it allowed for people with no level of audio training to take part. The
only requirements were that the test subjects play video games sometimes and that their
hearing was normal. The subjects were all students at Department of Arts, Communication
and Education in Piteå. One subject went to the television education, one subject studied as a
Jazz musician. The remaining 18 test subjects studied sound engineering. The demographic
data collected involved what the test subjects study, how many hours a week they play video
games, what types of game genres they usually play and if they had normal hearing and
vision. None of the subjects reported any hearing loss or impairment of their visual ability.
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Results and analysis
The raw data from each test can be found in the appendix (Appendix C). The demographic
information shows, the participants of the main study can be divided into four groups, based
on how many hours they play video games per week. Nine test subjects answered that they
play video games less than five hours per week. Four test subjects answered that they play
video games between 5-10 hours per week. Five test subjects played video games between 1020 hours per week and the remaining two plays video games more than 20 hours per week.
This is summarized in the pie chart below (fig. 20)

Test subjects - Hours/week playing video games

2
9

5
4
<5 h

5-10 h

10-20 h

>20 h

Figure 20: Graphical representation of the how many hours a week test subjects play
video games. Each group is represented by a different color and the number of test
subjects in each group is displayed by the numbers in the circle

The maximum possible numbers of targets that could be correctly tracked in the whole
experiment, summing all 20 subjects (max 8 correct compressed targets and 8 possible correct
uncompressed), was 160 compressed and 160 uncompressed. In each condition, each test
subjects played two tracking scenarios, with a total of eight possible targets in both. The
results, in total show test subjects were able to track 112 out 160 targets successfully in the
condition with uncompressed sounds. The condition where the sounds of the targets were
compressed with 16 dB, test subjects were able to track 128 out 160 targets successfully. The
results are displayed in the bar graph below (fig. 21)
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Correct # of targets

Correctly tracked target in conditions
160
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130
120
110
100
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40
30
20
10
0
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Compressed

Figure 21: Graphical representation of the total number of targets that all test
subjects tracked in each condition. Each condition is represented by a different color

The spread of the number of targets correctly tracked by each test subject in the two
conditions is shown in the box and whiskers plot below (fig. 22). The graph shows that test
subjects were generally better at tracking targets in the condition with compressed sounds.
The spread of the results of the compressed condition is greater, although the graph shows
that one outlier, test subject was able to track all eight targets in the uncompressed condition.
This test subject was not removed from analysis as the subject performed the task as
requested. It also shows that most of the test subjects successfully tracked 5-6 targets in the
uncompressed condition, while test subjects successfully tracked 5-7 targets in the
compressed condition. None of the test subjects ever tracked less than half of the targets in
any of the conditions.

Figure 22: Graphical representation of how many targets each test subject was able to track
in each condition. Tracking was completed in two tracking scenarios in each condition
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The number of successfully tracked targets in the tracking scenarios being compressed was
consistently higher than the tracking in the scenarios that were uncompressed, which is shown
in the table below (tab. 3). It is not possible to statistically analyze the results from the two
conditions within each tracking scenario, since the tracking scenarios were not played equal
number of times in each condition, but the results from each tracking scenario consistently
points to the fact that tracking accuracy in the compressed condition is higher. Instead a
statistical analysis of the results of the correctly tracked targets, 112 uncompressed and 128
compressed, was analyzed for statistical significance with a paired t-test. The results tested
were the total of correctly tracked targets of each test subject in each condition, which means
the sum of two tracking scenarios compressed, and two tracking scenarios uncompressed. The
significance level 𝛼 = 0,05 was chosen. A significance level of 𝛼 = 0,05 at a Degree of
Freedom of 19 makes 𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 2,093. The results suggest that the ability to track targets better
in a compressed condition as compared to uncompressed condition was shown to be
statistically significant with 𝑡 = 2,77. Judging by the total number of successfully tracked
targets in each condition shows that test subjects were better at tracking targets in the
condition with compressed sounds.
Table 3: The table shows how many times each tracking scenario was played in each condition

# Of times playing each tracking scenario
Tracking
scenario#
1
2
3
4

# times played
Uncompressed
7
9
13
11

Average # of
tracked targets
(Uncompressed)
3
2,55
2,76
2,90

# times played
compressed
13
11
7
9

Average # of
tracked targets
(Compressed)
3,23
3
2,85
3,04

The time (s) it took each test subject to choose the four objects that they believed to be the
targets in each tracking scenario is displayed in the box and whiskers plot below (fig. 23). The
time of choosing objects is measured from the point of the objects stops moving, until the
player has selected four objects. The graph shows that none of the test subjects were quicker
than six seconds when choosing the four objects. The spread of times in the compressed
condition is slightly greater than the uncompressed condition. The uncompressed condition
shows one outlier. that was a test subject who needed 33 seconds to choose four objects in one
tracking scenario. Comparing the conditions shows that the times it took test subjects to
choose the objects, are relatively alike though the uncompressed conditions were slightly
faster.
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Figure 23: Graphical representation how fast test subjects were with
choosing the first four objects in each condition. The results displayed
is for the individual tracking scenarios in each condition

The time it took each test subject to choose the four objects that they believed to be the targets
was identified for each of the four tracking scenarios, both in the uncompressed and
compressed condition. The times of the two tracking scenarios for each condition was then
summed together and was analyzed with a two-paired t-test. The significance level 𝛼 = 0,05
was chosen. A significance level of 𝛼 = 0,05 at a Degree of Freedom of 39 makes 𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =
2,023. The results of the time it took for each test subject to choose the four objects that they
believed to be the targets in each condition was shown not to be statistically significant since
𝑡 = 0,093. This means test subjects were not quicker choosing objects in the compressed
condition compared to the uncompressed condition. However, test subjects were generally
quicker with choosing the correct objects, the better they tracked. This is likely a result of the
more test subjects playing games more often, being used to navigating a game while test
subjects who play less are generally less familiar with navigating a game level. This is
displayed in the scatter plot below (fig. 24).
The total time it took each test subject to choose the four objects they believed to be the
targets, in all tracking scenarios, is shown in the scatter plot below (fig. 24). The test subjects
are divided into four different groups depending on how many hours a week they play video
games. These groups show that the test subjects who play video games more than five hours a
week are generally faster than test subjects who play less than five hours a week. It can be
seen in the plot that all test subjects who play more than five hours per week all were faster
than 60 seconds with choosing their targets. The ability to track in each condition appears to
be dependent on how many hours the test subjects play video games. This might have to do
with experienced players being more confident and relaxed with both navigating a game level,
and possibly also with tracking objects. This will not be analyzed for statistical significance
since the number of test subjects in each group differs too much to say anything about the
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results.

Tracking time of test subjects in each group
16
14

total # of correct targets

12

<5 h/week

10

5-10 h/week

8
10-20 h/week
6
>20 h/week

4
2
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Time (seconds)
Figure 24: Graphical representation of how fast each group of test subjects chose
objects. The different groups are represented by the different colors of the dots

Summary
The experiment showed that test subjects were better at tracking targets in the condition with
compressed sounds. There doesn’t seem to be a link between how well the test subjects track
and how fast they choose the objects that they thought were targets. The difference in speed
comparing the two conditions were not statistically significant. Though it seems that the more
hours/week participants played video games, the better they tracked and the better they
selected the targets.
Since the number of subjects in each group differs a lot, no t-test were conducted testing for
statistical significance in tracking ability and choosing objects between the different groups.
Although looking at scatter plot (fig. 24) it does indicate that most test subjects who play
more hours per week than five did better than those who played less. Both in terms of the total
number of targets tracked correctly and how fast they chose the first four objects.
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Discussion
The analysis shows that, in this gaming scenario, the subjects’ ability to track four specific
targets among eight objects better in compressed conditions as compared to uncompressed
conditions is statistical significant. How do these findings relate to commercial game design?
The number of targets and movement patterns of targets used in the experiment is similar to
FPS games. Though there are a lot of differences between the graphics of the game level
created for this experiment, and the game level of a AAA, FPS game. Not only are the shapes
of objects different, but with the graphics of surroundings in general. Nevertheless, some
similarities are to be found in the sound design of this experiment and the sound design of
commercial games, which suggests that these findings can inform how we design sound for
games. Both are intentionally sound designed in a way that directs players attention. Sound
designers at Dice, for example, uses HDR (Dice, 2009) to prioritize audibility in the most
important sounds, and sometimes the absence of some sound is chosen to direct the attention
of the player (LTU, 2013). The absence of sounds for unimportant objects was utilized in the
sound design of the game level used in the experiment too. By utilizing sound design this
way, the player was helped with directing their attention to the targets.
What would happen if the number of targets and distractors were to change slightly? A
commercial game is likely to have a similar number of targets but more distractors. Judging
from the first pilot test that was made, reducing the number of objects in play would create a
ceiling effect since the role that the visuals play in tracking objects become too easy for
players. The outcome of increasing the number of objects is more difficult to tell. Players
might be helped from the auditory cues provided by the sounds decreasing in level as targets
move further away and possibly be able to track more objects. Although, judging by the
statistically significant results that points to the opposite, that players do not suffer from a
limited depth cue, might indicate that keeping track of depth is more challenging. In that case,
sound designers should maybe try to limit the number of sounds used in the mix, maybe to the
targets that are closest to the player character. It might also show no difference, or possibly
even give results that are worse than tracking among eight objects as was indicated in the first
pilot study, deciding the number of objects for the following pilot – and main study. That
outcome could possibly depend on the number of objects making the players confused. It
might also be affected by the increase of number of sounds, whose audibility could possibly
decrease if another sound is added to the scenario. (There are of course more variables related
to graphics that might affect the ability to track, e.g, different movement speeds, shapes and
colors of the objects or how long the period of time players are forced to track is, before the
objects stop moving etc. However, considering these variables are out of the scope of this
study.)
The increased ability to track targets despite the loss of depth cue in the sounds show that
players are more prone to track targets if the auditory cue indicates a short distance between
the player character and the target. If translated into a real gaming scenario it indicates that
players likely perceived targets in the vicinity as more imminent threats as opposed to the
targets that are further away from the player character.
How fast participants chose objects did not show a statistically significant difference in the
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two conditions as with the tracking accuracy. The more hours a week participants stated that
they play video games, the faster they were generally with choosing objects. This might have
to do with experienced players being more confident and relaxed with both navigating a game
level, and possibly also with tracking objects.
This study showed that compressing sounds in a way that does not create perceivable
artefacts, such as transient smearing of distortion, doesn’t interfere with the tracking aspect of
game play. From a sound design perspective on compression, the study shows that
compression is not detrimental to the ability to track objects. This could mean that reducing
the dynamic range of sounds with the intention of having sounds audible when a game is
played with speakers that are not able to reproduce a massive dynamic range does not
interfere with this part of game play.
Unlike the sounds used in this study, sounds from explosions or weapons of enemies being
fired in a FPS game are very transient rich. If compression is applied to those sounds in order
to reduce the dynamic range, they might suffer from heavy transient smearing, losing their
punch and impact. It is difficult to tell whether this affects the tracking ability, but it very well
could become distracting, or create confusion, if the transient of a weapon being fired is
suppressed by a compressor.
What would happen if the game level were more complex both in terms of graphics, and a
denser sound mix? Would the compression of sounds interfere with tracking if the number of
sounds were higher and if their dynamic range was to be limited by a compressor in the same
way as in this experiment? The point made by Jonas Lundqvist (LTU, 2013), was that too
many sounds at once will distract the player is interesting. If the sound mix is denser and all
sounds are compressed in the same way as in this experiment, a player’s ability to track might
suffer. Having the sound of targets together with the sound of other objects in the game at a
near constant sound pressure level, no matter their position in relation to the player character
might not be advantageous if it isn’t clear what sound belongs to which objects, it might cause
fatiguing playing a game with both a very intense game play and with heavily reduced
dynamic range of sounds.

Critique of the method
This method leaves some questions unanswerable. From the pre-study that investigated the
movement patterns, some patterns were added to the pilot tests and main study. Mainly, no
pattern of vertical movement of targets was found during the analysis of commercial games.
Adding some movement in height was made to avoid objects obscuring each other. It might
be deemed to take away from some of the ecological validity of this experiment, and it is not
known how movement in height would have changed the complexity of the task, or subjects’
accuracy.
The way that compression was applied to the sounds of this game level was an idea that arose
as a way to limit the depth cue of sound pressure level decreasing with increased distance. It
cannot be said that any other technique of compressing sounds would yield the same results as
this study. For example, compressing sounds in a way that introduces audible artefacts or
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compressing the master output of the game. Although, the technique used in this experiment
for compressing sounds could very well be suggested to compress sounds in future game
development. Despite reducing the dynamic range of sounds it does not appear to interfere
with the tracking part of game play.
Even though this was an interactive listening test, performed in a game level, the level of
interactivity was very low. Once participants pressed the button to initiate the movement, they
were more or less passive until the objects stopped moving. In a game, or especially in a FPS
game, a very high level of continuous interactivity would occur with players moving around,
hiding to avoid incoming fire and so on.
The main study ended up with 45% of the participants playing less than five hours a week.
This is not preferable if the aim is to check for the tracking ability of a representative gaming
community, as they probably generally play video games more than five hours. When
advertising for test subjects, it should probably have been clearer that participants with a
relative large amount of video game experience was preferred. Even though participants with
very little gaming experience were allowed to participate.
The choice to apply peak normalization does introduce the possibility of the compressed
sounds being perceived at a different loudness level than the uncompressed sounds. However,
the pilot study showed that none of the participants perceiving any of the sounds at different
loudness levels which indicates that the choice to peak normalize works in the context.
Some of the test subjects reported frame rate drops, one of the participants reported that he
experienced so called “stutters” which makes the movement speed of the objects uneven and
he reported verbally that it in fact impeded on his ability to keep track of all the targets. A few
test subjects also reported that they lost track of some targets as they partially, or fully,
crossed the path of another object which created confusion as to which object was which. As
the movement patterns of the objects were animated, more care could have been taken to
assure that this type of situation was avoided. It could have been avoided by having a larger
field in front of the player in which the targets moved, which would also include moving the
area in which targets move, further back to fit into the field of vision of the player character.
Summary
Compression applied to sounds in a way that does not introduce audible artefacts, can be used
to limit the dynamic range of sound without interfering with the ability to track targets. Since
the results show that players track targets better, whose auditory depth cue is limited. This
might indicate that sound designers could further implement a system, utilizing absence of
sound to direct the attention of players, where only the targets that are the closest to the player
character emits sound, while targets further away are left without any sound.
Future work
Future research might involve, in cooperation with a skilled graphics-person, a similar
scenario but with a more complete game level including several enemies and a complete
sound design. Of course, this type of experiment creates some difficulty in narrowing in on
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which variables will affect results, but with the results of this study, compressing sounds
smoothly does not interfere with the ability to track. Alternatively, several tests can be made
to gradually build up to a full game level. Another experiment, to test if the ability of tracking
deteriorates over time if sounds are compressed. It would even further indicate if players
ability to track are at all affected by compressed sounds.

Conclusion
The experiment compared the ability to track several moving targets in two conditions, one
with the sounds of target being compressed, and one where the sounds were not compressed.
The results showed that the difference in accuracy between the two conditions were
statistically significant. Since the compression was applied in a way that limited the auditory
depth cue of the targets, it seems that players do not benefit from targets far away emitting
sound that are lower in volume than targets that are near the player character. The results
indicate that some type of system that only plays back sound of the targets that are closest to
the player character might be beneficial in directing players attention to these targets.
However, the experiment was performed in a game level that lacks many of the qualities that
are found in commercial FPS games which calls for a similar experiment in a game level of
more complexity.
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Appendix B - How many targets test subjects were able to
track, and how fast they chose the first four objects in total
Correctly tracked targets - all test subjects
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Appendix C – Raw data
Raw data
Test
# of objects tracked
subject # of objects tracked - - uncompressed
Total # of
#
compressed condition condition
tracked objects
TS1
6
6
12
TS2
7
6
13
TS3
8
6
14
TS4
7
5
12
TS5
4
4
8
TS6
5
7
12
TS7
4
4
8
TS8
4
4
8
TS9
5
5
10
TS10
8
7
15
TS11
6
5
11
TS12
8
7
15
TS13
8
6
14
TS14
6
6
12
TS15
6
6
12
TS16
6
4
10
TS17
7
6
13
TS18
7
5
12
TS19
7
5
12
TS20
7
8
15

Total time
Hours/week (s) choosing
played
targets
10-20
51
5-10
52
10-20
26
5-10
24
>20
45
10-20
48
<5
54
<5
74
<5
42
10-20
40
<5
82
<5
68
<5
40
<5
40
>20
34
<5
64
<5
97
5-10
39
5-10
59
10-20
46
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Appendix D – Individual times of tracking scenarios

Individual times of tracking
scenarios
Tracking scenario #
Test
subject #
TS1
TS2
TS3
TS4
TS5
TS6
TS7
TS8
TS9
TS10
TS11
TS12
TS13
TS14
TS15
TS16
TS17
TS18
TS19
TS20

1
2
3
4
Time (s), Compressed/Uncompressed (C/UC)
14 UC
15 UC
10 C
12 C
13 UC
12 UC
21 C
6C
8C
6C
8 UC
8 UC
8 UC
8C
9 UC
9 UC
8 UC
8C
10 UC
12 C
14 UC
18 C
10 C
6 UC
16 C
10 UC
17 C
11 UC
18 UC
22 C
18 UC
16 C
17 C
7C
11 UC
8 UC
8C
10 C
13 UC
9 UC
22 C
27 C
16 UC
17 UC
11 C
21 UC
22 UC
14 C
8C
9C
14 UC
9 UC
6 UC
11 UC
14 C
9C
6C
9 UC
9 UC
10 C
12 UC
21 C
10 C
21 UC
24 C
17 C
23 UC
33 UC
8C
12 C
8 UC
11 UC
17 C
13 UC
15 UC
14 C
7C
12 UC
17 C
10 UC
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Appendix E – Compressor settings 8 dB
Compressor settings (8 dB)
Threshold
(dBFS)

Sound#
1
2
3
4

-22,1
-22,1
-24,3
-25,3

Ratio
2,5:1
2,5:1
2,5:1
2,5:1

Attack
(ms)

Release
(ms)
7
7
7
7

200
200
200
200

Gain (dB)
8
8
7,8
8
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